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Abstract:
This thesis presents a method of graphical analysis for electric circuits which is based upon some of the
simple aspects of tensor analysis as recently applied in electrical problems* A development of the
method is made in such a manner as to be understandable by undergraduate engineering students. The
relationship 'between the homogenous linear transformation used in teaser analysis, and the ordinary
system of three simultaneous linear equations found • in -elementary analytic geometry is shorn? and
the graphical representation of this transformation is used as a basis of the later developments# It
becomes possible through such a presentation to solve a system of three simultaneous linear equations
graphically* by applying1 some principles Of descriptive geometry® A brief development of the
tensor notation is included in order that this notation can be used in the more complex developments of
the later parts® The possibility of the study of electric circuits through tx graphical analysis based upon
such a presentation is discussed briefly* and a few of the fundamental methods of procedure for such
an analysis are presented® An extension, of the principles to include equations with complex
quantifies, is made* and these are applied to the study of alternating current circuits® General circuit
problems in this form are found to be very complicated* but most of the actual problems are simplified
enough that they can be handled on a practicable basis® The method is found to be particularly useful
in handling unbalanced three-phase systems* either directly or by means of symmetrical components®
With the latter* the transformation to such components can be made by aeons of a chart which has the
acme form for all problems of this nature.

In the commonly occurring cases where the sere-phase components are absent* this chart tsheet the
form of a convenient slide rule* on which the too remaining sets of components can be obtained from
two settings of the slide# As with the tensor analysis which it parallels* "this method maizes possible a
simultaneous analysis of an entire network®. It also offers a graphical introduction to tensor methods
for the student who has had a limited mathematical background® Extensions of the graphical method
to other fields are indicated* and it is hoped that such Indications will lead to an increased application
and interest in the valuable and important concepts given the engineer by tensor analysis® 
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Abstract

$ht& thesi0 presents a method of graphical analysis for aleetide 
cirsuits Tibieb is based upon some of the simple aspects of tensor 
analysis as recently applied in electrical problems» A development 
of the method is made in such a manner as to be understandable by Tander- 
greduate engineering students®, The relatiosdilp 'between the homogenous 
linear trsnsfonnatien used in tensor analysis* and the ordinary system 
of three simultaneous linear equations found • in elementary analytic 
geometry is shorn? and the graphical representation of this transform^ 
at I on is usod as a basis of the later developaents# It becomes possible 
through such a presentation to solve a system of three simultaneous 
linear equations graphically*'by applying1 some principles of descriptive 
geometry^ A  brief development of the tensor notation is included in 
order that this notation can be used in the more complex developments 
of the later parts*, The possibility of the study ef electric circuits 
through a graphical analysis based upon such a presentation is discussed 
briefly, and a few of the fundamental methods of procedure for such an 
analyste are presented®,

An extension, of the principles to include equations with, complex 
quantifies is, made, end these are applied to the study of alternating 
current circuits# General circuit problems in this form are found to 
be very complicated, but most of the .actual problems are simplified 
enough that they can be handled on a practicable basis# The method is 
found to be particularly useful in handling unbalanced three-phase 
systems# either directly or by means of symmetrical components# With 
the latter# the transformation to such components can be made by means, 
of a chart which has the seme form for all problems of this nature#
In the commonly occurring oases where the sere«*phase components are 
absent# this chart takes the form of a convenient slide rule, on which 
the too remaining sets of components c m  be obtained from two settings 
of the slide*

As with the tensor analysis which it parallels# this method maizes 
possible a simultaneous analysis of an entire network#. It also offers 
a graphical introduction to tensor methods for the student who has had 
a limited mathematical background» Extensions of the graphical method 
to other fields are indicated# and it is hoped that such indications 
will lead to an increased application and interest in the valuable 
and important concepts given the engineer by tensor analysis*



A METHOD Of GHAPHIQAL MALfSJS EOH UBSYMMETBICAL 

THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS

"The key to the simplest analysis of alternating currents lies in the 

use of graphical method8»"I This statement made by Dr# ICennelly in 1898 

has been well verified since that time for graphical methods have been wide

ly developed and applied in practically every branch of electrical engineer

ing* In fact, in most cases the graphical development has paralleled close

ly the application of the analytical mathematics, and often has proved so 

valuable that it has become the accepted method of proeeedure®

Eor instance* we find the concept of the time vector used by Steinmetz^ 

as a pictorial representation of the complex number which had been so suc

cessfully introduced by KennellyS and SteinmetzA to represent alternating 

current quantities# A study of the effect on such vectors of the changes 

which take place under certain operating conditions led to the discovery of 

the invaluable circle diagrams which since has come into general use in the 

analysis of the operating characteristics of alternating current machinery. 

Likewise charts and graphs proved themselves indispensable in the study of 

magnetic circuits when the corresponding mathematical equations were found 

to be too complicated for practical use, A survey of the field of power 

transmission reveals numerous applications of graphical proceedures, dome 

of which, such as the Mershon diagram^, and the Dwight?, and the Thcsnas8 

charts, have become standard equipment in the handling of many of the prob

lems in this field* Similar applications are to be found in practically 

every branch of the electrical engineering field.



The development presented in this thesis is an attempt to give a 

graphical interpretation of a few of the simpler applications which have 

recently been made of tensor analysis in the study’of electric circuits. 

"For many years the concepts introduced by vector analysis were sufficient 

for handling the types of electromagnetic phenomena encountered in elec

trical circuits and apparatus; but with the later increasing complexities

involved in machine design, Steinmetz*s complex numbers became inadequate
9for universal application.” Consequently, Gabriel Kron of the General

Electric Company issued in 1932 a series of mimeographed articles dealing
T_f)with the applications of tensor analysis to electrical machinery and gave

an informal paper on the subject before the winter convention of the AIEE 
11in January, 1933» This is apparently the first attempt at such an appli

cation in the field of electrical engineering, but almost immediately a 

widespread interest in this new tool was' apparent, and many.articles began 

to appear concerning various- applications of tensor and matrix methods to 

electrical problems.1® Kron revised and enlarged his original work, pub

lishing it as a aeries of articles in the General Electric Review1^, and 

in this form it is the most comprehensive treatment of the applications of 

tensor analysis to electric circuit problems found in available literature 

It is primarily on some of the elementary parts of this work that the 

material of this thesis is based.

Tensor analysis, from the very beginning stages of its development 

demonstrated itself to be an extremely powerful and useful mathematical 

concept. It quickly proved its worth in the field of geometry, and the



demands of relativistic and quantum phyeies- showed that its methods were 

capable of a wide variety of applications*. How 'these recent attempts to 

apply it to the type of problems with which engineers are primarily 

concerned have clearly s h o w  that here at last is a tool, powerful and 

versatile enough to cope with the increasingly complex problems of the 

engineering field.

The rapidly increasing interest brought about by the success of these 

applications has made it imperative that engineers who wish to keep pace . 

with present literature acquire a working knowledge of tensor principles. 

In fact, it is safe to predict that before long a thorough knowledge of 

tensor analysis will be an indispensable requisite of the well trained 

engineer. XJp to the present time, however,, such an understanding is the 

special privilege Of the few who have had an opportunity to study a con

siderable amount of advanced mathematics* How it has been found that many 

of the applications presented In this thesis can be based directly Upon 

the mathematical forms encountered in elementary algebra and analytic 

geometry, and therefore should be within the grasp of the undergraduate 

engineering student,, or of the engineer whose mathematical background is 

limited. For this reason care has been taken to present the material in 

such a way that it can be understood by one who has bad no more than the 

equivalent of one year of college mathematics. It is hoped that in this 

way, such a presentation may help to bring about a more general under

standing of this powerful mathematical concept.



Therefore, while the primary purpose of this thesis is to present a 

graphical parallel of the application of tensor analysis to electric cir

cuits, insofar as physical limitations will permit, it is also hoped that 

the form of presentation will accomplish two other results, I1Irst,, the 

graphical presentation offers an excellent introduction to tensor methods. 

One of the chief obstacles in the path of a general understanding of ten

sors is the difficulty of obtaining a clear mental picture of the concepts 

involved,14 Since some of the more elementary of these are here developed 

graphically, and are thus given a physical interpretation, it is hoped 

this will provide a ground work of such a nature that the mental hazards 

of the more advanced concepts are materially reduced. In the second place, 

when such an approach is made, the close connection between the simpler 

aspects of tensor analysis and- the forms encountered in algebra and in 

analytic geometry is stressed.

With these points in mind, care has been taken to' develop the material 

from the standpoint of one not acquainted with tensor methods. Ordinary 

algebraic notation is used for the first developments, with the tensor nota

tion introduced for handling the more complex applications. Also an attempt 

is made at all times to keep the close connection between the graphical, 

the algebraic, and the tensor concepts in mind, For instance a ,system of 

simultaneous linear equations is shown graphically as a transformation from 

one set of coordinates to another, and this in turn is shown to be the 

equivalent of a fundamental transformation used in tensor analysis.

—9—

I
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M ' might -fee axpecbed,* ilti.ee -it ;la based upon a different form ’of 

Wthematiea p the graphical analysis presented' here' has' little' i'a e'dmon 

with BietUoia now-inf accepted uae. Many more', o r : lias 'sttOPessful methods 

of graphical ■ analysis 'ftir eiectri© • ‘iifbhlts vUare' Ween • dWiiope’s *' w o %  

which may' toe mentioned the - one '■ toy Eddyl5 l,. ■. which :4e particularly'' applicable . 

^e Variable frequency'Circuits, those presented' by Leeld, which give the 

effect O f ‘She variation of'any 'circuit'constant upon the other:circuit 

values^, and a recently developed method of handling graphically impedances 

in parallel's, given toy Boenlng.pl? However* 'all Of 'these' are based .upon'the 

equations for a : single electric. 'Oireuit9,:' bir portion of a ‘ circuit, &e V/ith 

"the corresponding mathematics,, the: circuit' constants ■ are Inextricably mir^ 

'ed with the values "impressed upon the circuit, with the result that for 

each new condition a new equation must toe set Up9 and likewise a new 

graphical plot must be made*

The .strength of the-.ftsnsor method lies In the fact that .'all the con
ditions Within ;& Complex machine ,or .network ,can ,be ,.represented by ,a -single 
equation!*8 ,* and this .equation not .only. Is unehanged. in .form-when -a change 

takes place within-the circuit, but it is similar in form for -similar proto*- 

Iems involving different networks or machines. likewise the graphical ap

plication sets up a space structure Which .is useful in the,analysis of all 

problems of a certain type* Vaniatlon of;Individual quantities within a 

given problem can be studied directly as a shift In the position.of,certain 

lines or points$ in most cases not affecting many of the other-values*, and 

In no ease affecting the general form of- the problem, Bzrther9 within'' " I 1 i - \
certain physical limitations, this method allows an analysis of an entire



network sis, one time, -a feature.#iok eouM not :fcie./expe,e.t,ea- of,.a metkoS' 

baaed-upon-the mathematlea of .a- afnsle • ei^euit' ohly« • - ■ • ■•■■;• - .

* ' ' ’ 1 ' ■ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' i' t : . ■ - ,■ V r - 1 V -  - - ; - ' 1 - 1 , -

Applications in this thesis will he confined, to the analysis of
‘ I I;',',' > I ■ r , 1 1 '•electric circuits only, though the same principles may easily be’ applied 

to other types Of electrical problems as well as to problems in other 

fields of engineering where the corresponding tensor transformations are 

applicablea Steady state conditions only have been considered, though 

again there seems to be a possibility of an extension to cover- sense- types 

of transient conditions* . SKtensions have been made to include complex 

quantities, however,' making possible a study of alternating currents*.

. the most -complete .analyses are- possible;, when pot ,more than three inde
pendent equations are. involved, Therefore the ,method is.particularly adapt
ed to ,a study of three-phase systems* 1When the principles are applied in 

obtaining the symmetrical ccmponents,of an unbalanced three-phase system, 

immediate success, la apparent for ,it becomes possible to construct a chart 

froa which these components can be read easily, and Ih the commonly occur* 

lag case where the sere-phase components are absent, this chart takes the 

form of a very convenient slide-rule*

■ So attempt is made-here to cover the -field thoroughly or to- exhaust the 

possibilities of any particular branch-, as the. subject appears too broad to 
permit more than a preliminary survey*; Some Of. the possibilities; are point

ed Out, however, and it is hoped that enough material is presented to give 

an incentive for a more complete study of this apparently -useful method of 
presentation#
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' ' * '' '' • •' / jI 'f ,« ,

■ " Mt,,tig begin by eoaslflerlag a. system of thyee simultaneous llsear' .' . 1 ■/ i '• ’• - ‘ - « ■ -• • ’ •; • ; ' ,, ' < ' . * j o , i . ' •
, ,, , • -.&i& * bvy * w > T •• ■■ •• 1 ■ ■■ I ■•' A..' , ■ .*'■ ; 4 ■ ,4:. ......... i J x i '

: :•, , - W t -V..* V ’ V  . V  w

- . V t V . * v . “ ^s,.-....
where- the a?a, b*8, and c'e are- constant real ambers» .The■ values of .I ' ' ‘ ' V  ! .1 ; , , ■ 1 I -  •, V  i I- . . .

y%:amd-$ which will satisfy, these.. ,ecjua'Mcns. may. be -found by using'
" ' , • ; ; « V ) I I- , ’ ; ■ » • j v„ . - / / ‘ I , . •

determinants as follows $■ ■ .. ■ ' . ." ' ' , ■ f '' 1 I * i , • / i ‘t ' 1J1 ( -
- ■ .let. D .-represent the. determinant of the ag,. b* and o waluee* and define 

r^ as the minor of 'in S* - rg as the minor of ag-5 eto>* with -s and t to 

represent' the minors of the *& '-and d numbers resfeetiirely.# ’ with' fhe 'added 1 ‘

assumption that the symbol include hot only the minors but al'do' the pro* ; ’ ' 

per plus or-minus sign' aeoording't o 'the position Of 'the respeetlve, a/ b/ 
or e value in the determinant" D» ' Such minors with proper sign included ' 

are known as the "eofaoiors" o f  their respective or'h nhmber.

tions (I) may then b e ' "soired^ for %$ y, and z in' this form's ’ 1 1
■ 1 ' • • ; ■' V' L ' ’ ' -i ' i- I ' * : 1 - i- I - •

, ■ . K ,  s a . t J n i - S i a , .  .. . .' ■ ' ■" : " ' I -' •’ ' -',: - D ' ' ' '

' - 1 1 D- < ■'' - 1 ’ s, - 1 ' ' - • ■ , ’ *
. '

' ■ : : r Vs- ̂  ■ %tl, I%tg ■■» % t S> , , ... , , ;

•' - 1 • - • ■ ! I '■'■*. ■ ' : (. * -i> - * 5,- I : • :! : i -
fhese^ equations may now fee put la a form similar to that of equations 

(I). by setting up a determinant of the Coefficients which would fee the 

"inverse transpose" of D= This is done fey determining nine sets.of values

1 i«
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(which we can represent by the letters d. e, and f) such that:

di =S rI
D O1 - rg

b. ' f! « rS
D

%  - 81
D eg = Sg

D

U 
.

-tf. Sg
D (3)

dg - t3T ■
D = , ts , 

D %  ” tg
b

giving us equations (2) in the form:

X = S1IC1 4 S1Jcg 4- fjlCg

y = SgIc1 + egkg + fg%  (4)

z ” % kl ^ e3k2 ^ fBkS

Equations (I) and (4) are how in the same form, but we can see that 

the positions of the X, y , and 2 values and of the Ic1 , kg , and kg values 

have been interchanged*

In order that no confusion may result in what follows, we will speak 

of the x, y, and z values as being in the "implicit" form when involved in 

the equations as they are in equations (I); and as being in the "explicit" 

form when in the positions they occupy in equations (4),

Interpretation of the Equations as a. Transformation of Coordinates:

Select a system of coordinate linear axes -in space and let the posi

tion of a point P with respect to them be defined by its coordinate dis

tances, x, y, and z. Mow determine another set of values, which may be 

called xl, y*, and z %  in such a way that:

XI °  ape + b]_y 4- cqz 

y* -  agx 4- bgy 4- cgz 

z f -  agX 4- bgy 4- 05Z •

(G)



.fheye #e, a?a5, b*B, and, me.' OR# agais■ ooaata# ̂ Xuess) 4,e, ■•
- AOt :lR m y  rny a-tfeGted by .the poBitioK of the: pdittt/P» -

:tbink ■ of - the and i* as ’ representing Values - o f ' the • eczmdi^

■ : of ̂ ' tdSh ■ ̂ espedt andrBeV-sei' of-- as:9S> f  - and -Bf-' 'fbspeeViirely

BeiOsi equations (5) it will be seen that when iBhelVaMea of X s ŷ3 and g 'era 

W  vaMee of a±e' also a&eo* Thno and are

QoordlnaBa axes ■ having' a • common1 origin with Bhe • original' ■

SnuaBlons (S) may Bherafbfe he said Bo represent a BransfdxniaBlon of 
Bhe odordlnaBee of P from the original %* y, and a values Bo the .hew  ̂

and a1 values* In mbst of our ap|>iiCaBlone IB will he found more 'eon* 
vetiienB to have z, and a expressed explioltly, Hbwever9 and this ban be 
done by Bhe method shown'In the proceeding section,, thus:

k ' «= +' e^yi '

, ' ' ' '(0)
' n » dgi* 'B ■ Wgy4'' * fgia'1 ' ’ ' •

where the SetermihanBC-Of Bhe dlSy O M 9 and f*s is the inverse transpose of 

'BhaB"of the a*s* B 1S s 'and c»s as in equations (4i) $

'Srcm the similarity between equations (I) and (S) 8 and between (4) 

and (6), IB may be seen that .any system of three simultaneous linear 

equations can he interpreted as a BranaformaBi Oii9 more specifically as 

a homogeneous BransfOimaBioh9 from one system Of coordinates Bo another* 
ft Will therefore be in order for us to examine this transformation In 

greater detail*
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The tTJttit Points;

0a© of the first problems will be to determine the form of the 

second set of axes. This will involve first,of all a location Of the'.■ 

"unit point©* on these axes, i.e, those points which will have as their
**» y*, and a* coordinates (1,0,0) , (0,1*0) , and (0*0,1) respectively.

let m  consider- the first of these* the unit point m  the axis 

with coordinates (1,0,0). in order to locate this point with reference . 

to the original set of axes, i.e. to find its x, y, and a coordinates* it 

is merely necessary to substitute the given values of x ?, y %  and a* In 

equations (Q)8 The three coordinates of the X f Unit point are immediately 

seen to be (d^,dg*dg). likewise the Yl unit point will be found to have the 

coordinates (e^,eg,eg) * and the Z1 unit point the coordinates (f%,%*%)*

let us now investigate the point with x }* y', and z* coordinates of 

(s,0,o)0 By substituting as before* it will be seen that its coordinates 

in the original system are (3d « 8 ^  ,Sd J, or in other words, it is a point 

on a straight line through the origin end the X t unit point. More general

ly speaking, the point whose transformed coordinates are (Xf9O jjO) will have 

coordinates in the original system of (x*d %x*d@%*dg); and if the Values 

of the d»s are constant, it can be seen that these points all fall on the 

same straight Ilnee But these points are also on the Xf axis., and if x* is 
allowed to take on all real values, all points on this axis will satisfy 

these conditions. In other words, the axis is a straight line.

Likewise it can be shown that the Y 5 and Zt axes are straight lines 

and we can make the general statement that if the coefficients in the
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equations (5) or (6) are constants, both sets of axes are linear, and 
conversely, if all the axes are linear, the coefficients of the equations

must have constant values. Therefore 

these equations may be said to repre

sent a homogeneous linear transforma

tion of coordinates.

Fig. I Unit Points and Axis 
System for Linear Transfor

mation of Coordinates

A space representation of such a 

transformation is shown in fig. I. A 

right hand system of axes in a rectan

gular Cartesian form is chosen for the 

original eet for simplicity and con

venience in plotting. It may be remarked here that the discussion given 

above la perfectly general and that neither set of axes need be either 

rectangular or Cartesian in form. However, we usually have a choice in 

the form of one or the other of the sets, and throughout this thesis the 

original set will be given the rectangular Cartesian form. This choice 

should be made wherever possible for the added simplicity it gives.

The coordinate distances of the unit points representing the various 

coefficient values of the equations (6) are also indicated on fig. I. It 

will be noticed that these are measured in the units of the original system 

in each case. Also, it may be noticed that the transformed axes are labelled 

at the unit points instead of at the positive end as is customary. For con

venience the unit point and the axis will, be given the sane symbol here. As 

it is always apparent to which reference is made no confusion should result.



Sangea? f>$ ,crowding pad .thp relative .uttimportanee of. the unit p @ W a  -PU- ' 

the origlhpl Oartealaa axpg makes it -Smp^aetieal to apply W s  eparentlha 

to. them? and they will he labelled g* their positive eads in the usual 

maanero Also to pretent too crowded a picture* the positive rays only of 

the transformed axes, will he Bhowns, and those axes will always be drawn 

in color., The X 5 * and 2* symbols will always refer to the transformed 

system,, and these axes may take any position as long as they are linear
' , ' ' '.'1Vand the. origin la common, for both systems,, likewise Z s, %  and Z will-si*"- 
ways, refer to, the original rectangular .Cartesian, system.. This notation 
will be, used, until the more convenient, tensor notation is introduced^

Coefficients and Coordinates;

it. will be seen, fro?n this, analysis that, the position of the Unit 

. points depends only upon., the values of - the coefficients in the equations, 

of transformation?,.. Thus4, since all -axes w #  linear^-- th® relative pos&* 

tioijs of the two, sets are,, definitely fixed by the- values- of these ooefil* 

ciehtsx These, values may therefore be said to determine- the- transforms,*-- 

tion4 and when, arranged,as-a matrix or determinant. will- be known as the 

matrix or determinant^, respectively4, of the transformation.,-' if, is thus 

a very simple process to .represent - the- coefficients in any. system of- two.' 

or three simultaneous linear -equations as two sets of coordinate axes*-'

Cn-the other hand It. can - be seen that the values of'the coordinates*, 
and depend only.upon the position.of the point B- ahd'

the form, of the- particular axis system, referred. W 5: not being involved in 
any way in the transformation from- one system to the other?-



The Bpace^Yectog;, ■ ■ • v . ;  'i *  ’-i •), .; ;j :: ' f  H 'i  • - =' U / ;  f, ■* .. *

,Jt .hag. already been, noticed that the. tW: gystems; ô-- axea;; haye a. ticai-
men IS may "he.̂ bpemea. that $he. &09I & W  #,She .p,;with

.

to this origin Ja hot affest&a.by She. ̂ slSJm :Jet
he lSGtT-dsavr-a ■ epade^weSop -'QP8-; and. J t  will, h e , pnoei ,# a t  She-^ghl--

. • '• ■'.: i '
Shde IQdd dlreetiioh of SMe-WbSeKtie |s m  #ay#pWeat npm. thb ŝ sieai :, 
of .-axes-, selected*- it'-.Is thus said Se he- *idTâ la#t** hadey eay
Sion of ■ the- S$pe we h a w  been dismissing, In- tensor analysis -such W a r i -  

ant forms- are of the utmost importance, for about them -the whole, scheme, of 
analysis in Wlt,:- 9Ms WO## ##1 -therefore ,be: of, primary .,imsortanei in 
this disoussion for W  will find that while if will always be referred to

Saae system of axes,, its properties are more fundamental than those of any 

such systemi for it remains unchanged in any system that.may be selected,

T M  coordinate wines -nor--falee. #- a new meaning, .for they 'beeoma t #
components of the space^wotor parallel, to their respectiye 'axes,, Sueh-a

ve.cfor1 thus gives Pa a graphical representation of. the relations between, 

the two seta of Coordinates* and since, it; la-invariant it-makes ,if .immedi

ately possible to find one of -the seta® having given the other set and the 
Satiations- Of -transforation,^ • - . ■■ <■ . , ,

Granhioal Interpretations

We- dan thus represent three -Simultaneous linear equations as a homo*-, 
ge ne Otis linear transf ormation of the component Values- of a - Spaeeweofor ̂ ■ 
end can represent this fraasfomation- graphically w  is done. Sn.flg-,: S,,- 

It now becomes possible fb give a graphical■interpretation -to each of the
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component parts of equations (6). By selecting the two sets of axes as 

was done for fig. I, the nine constant coefficient values become the three

Z

x__Z

sets of coordinates of the three 

unit points, X ’, Y*, end Z*. The 

two sets of variable or coordinate 

values, x, y, z, and x*, y*, z‘, be
come the two sets of three components 

each of the vector OP along their 

respective axes. Thus the fifteen 

component parts of equations (G) are 

represented by fifteen separate val

ues in the graphical picture.

Not only are the components of
Pig. 2 Simultaneous Linear
Equations Represented Graph- the equations kept separate, but of
lcally ae a Transformation
of Components of a Vector more importance Is the fact that the

coefficient and the variable values are represented by two distinct types 

of configuration, for while the coefficient values determine the form of 

space structure which is to be used, the variable values represent the 

relationship of an Invariant space-element to these reference forms.

Evaluation of the Explicit Variables:

Assuming that the transformation determinant is known and that the x*, 

y*, and z* coordinates of the point P are given, it is a very simple matter 

to determine the values of x, y, and z graphically when these are expressed 

explicitly as in equations (6). If two equations only are involved, the
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representation may be made on one plane.

becones necessary to have a space figure

XZ P L A N E
Pig. 3 Evaluation of Explicit Variables

If three equations are given, it 

and this is best shown for these 

purposes on two projections as 

shown in fig. 3. a  third quad

rant projection of the right 

hand system of axes is used, 

which places the horizontal XY 

plane above the vertical XZ 

plane, and keeps the positive 

ends of the Y and Z axes up

ward, and of the X axle to the 

right.

Pig. 3 is a representa

tion of a definite problem: 

Given the equations: 

x = 5x* + 2y' + z* 

y «= 4xf + y' - 2z* (7)

Z = -X* + y' + 3z*

Show the relationship between 

the two sets of axes, and 

evaluate x, y, and z for given 

values of x ’, y ’, and z*.

The unit points, X', Y \  and Z», will be respectively (5,4,-I), (8,1,1), 

and (I,-2,3). Plot these and through each in turn and the origin construct



th© corresponding axis. Selecting.-soine point P 9 located by its coordinatess 
^ay- t da. the transformed axes, i.e, having given y ^ - l 3; ,

it will he found, that the coordinates with ,respect, to the original .system 

Can-he obtained b y  taking. W p e  each of. the .OartWani caapoaents,: of .# mln^ 

ns one of each component plus- four, 1Miaen each ccenponent, of z*D then.. ..

adding algebraically all of the components parallel to each- of, the original 

sxes»- This would give the- value of as @*8 -r. (»1) »2. +.4«10 ,or .6*. UbIch fa 

identical -with' the value which would be obtained by -substituting the given- 

values of x«-.* - and in equations (?)*-'. i ,, , :v .

Graphically this process consists merely of reading off the ,-rectangu**- 

Iar cartesian coordinates of the point P 9 - once .- it has been located with re« 

fersnCe to the transformed ■ System* Por instance - in - the problem given* the 

coordinates of P  Can he read from,fig* $ ah (B*^l*9) -or this would mean,

>i“8o -S=sB s which chock the values obtained by substitution* .'thus: if 
the'transformation-'constants-remain Unchanged9- the values .of .y9 and z 

for any set Of Values of n*» y»-, and can be read directly from .a dia
gram such as fig# S» It will be shown1later that this apparently very 

simple proceedure fan be given-dome very useful applications=. -

Extension to Four and More- Equations;

The method of using projection planes can easily be. extended to cover 

the conditions which arise when .four or more simultaneous equations are in
volved» Four equations^ for example, will require-.four original and four 
transformed axes= Bo space figure'of such m  arrangement Can ha'drawn, in 

one view, of course,, but by selecting projection planes properly, ■ as shown
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In fig. 4, it is possible to evaluate the explicit variables by the pro
cess just described.

Let the four rectangu

lar Cartesian axes be repre-

X seated by W, X, Y, and Z

and the transformed axes by

point P will now be located

by means of its four coordi

nate values w f, x*t y*, and

and the explicit values

y, and z coordinates of
Fig. 4 Graphical Representation of Four this point. 

Simultaneous Linear Equations

It will be noticed that the fourth plane is used only for a check, as 

any three planes will give the desired information. Extensions can be made 

to any number of equations by adding another plane for each added equation.

Evaluation of the Implicit Variables - Solving the Equations:

Since the space vector fixes the relationship between the two sets of 

coordinate values, it should be possible, having one set and the transfor

mation given, to determine the other set, whether this set is in the expli

cit or in the implicit form. It will now be shown that It is possible to 

evaluate the implicit variables, in short to solve two or three simultaneous

linear equations, by a simple modification of these same graphical methods



' ■ have the- V a X n m ' t h e y > .  an& m in % u R # m e  -iCS)$

v* i« o^ter Wdssfls the -Jfefltsngttef ̂ e r W W e e - W f  the Bfltnt 'P wIS' be kftflfenv 

fhfl probleB" b o w  becomes -dneof fletemining the components1 'of- the vector Qp 

;tfl each-W  the■' t̂ afls'fomefl• axes.’t^ieh these axes Wiy make any. angle 

1W i W  eadb flthae* W  with the1 original set# # i s  flan be 'home' #i t e  - easily' • 

in a  plane when, only ■ two e^uatibns are' Iiiwivea3 ,bat .in order to find-the Se
' ■■ . ' ' : ■ ' . . ' • ■ ' ; ’ • ■ ■ V ■

ediiponents in three dimensiohs'lt is. necessary to project the 'figure onto a
- . . - - ' 1 ■■ .- ' I I .s !■ V 1 '

Ahirfljplane' which' will be perpendicular' to the plane of two of the tram's*

WKfl may be d o #  by applying # e  pJrinolplofl of .^hogfli^:'''. - -.
‘ - ■ ' ' "" • e-„ : ' f ’ ‘ f ; I ■

p'folefltldn as fOflflfl lfl; m f  elementary text os.' flesbripW© geomeWV'-■'f-bf'v''' 

eOnvenlenee the 'construction' is shown in 'flgt, - Sit flafl is described here* ■

Construction for Graphical Solution of fhree Iouations^ . ...

. - ..- Betim.'W transformation -e^atfofle .construct the two sets Of m m  
as was done for fig*- I* again- keeping X# Y* and Z orthogonal and Car- 

. teaian* Wse two planes ,as- in. f"ig;w-S$:.-enfl pee third tuadraflt'proj.eetion

In the vertical plane 1-» draw, a construction line ewg* horizontal- 
••- 2y> in, such a. W-. that’.|f lnfereeef ̂ two of the "ascea,- say and- £*> in. 

the points e and g respectivelyProject from the points, Si and gx’ to 
, - ■ - plans ■ SI* locating - eg , a n d & s  the intersections of the, corresponding' 

projection lines and axes# Iraw the 1 1 #  sg*ga*- ■
. ‘ I . I .

■•select n, third pla#- SlIig- adjaflenf to plane fij by- drawing' the 
. . folding line fLg-g perpendipular'- to- S w  since, the. lihe-e-g |e

horizontal j. its projection on'the''hcfikioathl plane -will be- parallel- to 
Ifs, P l a #  111 will be perpendicular to it , and #  will .project on 
Plane-111 as a- point Cggs-, Arfhef^ # e n e  III will, also be perpendi
cular to the plane and this' plane will project on Plane' III as
the line s w  prpject <K* end the vector -w to plane In*. -

' • ' . ■ ■ ■ ■

-the CCEflpCfleflt of GP parallel to the OZ9 axis can flow be found on 
Plane III by- drawing- the -11#- Ps-SspsralleX- to QgX9B -until it- inter- - . 
sects W  plafle X 9O B S  I*#-* W  W s  will give o #  pro-
jectien of the-point %*-- The other:-may be found on Plane ZI As the 
intersection of a projection' line from Sg and a line drawn' through %
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2ZZ"

/ % / 4 / y r  JZ"

Given: 
2x' + 
Sxt + 
x* -

4y* + Z * SB

Solution:
Frcmi
Plane

z' = I ) II.
Fig. 5 Graphical Solution of Simultaneous Linear Equations



parallel to fvm the pdiht %  iMs located, a line parallel
, ' AOiW aX** &%%*# 69a he/argm* u&tii &t &n&g&seot».the

Atha* g%&# 1* @84 :'#** <8,* #&*- a&# Ge t&e three AdaAAoent :
\  IW a 3#s% wi, #& tha^r WyWgths.! la  'tar# Af tit* halt''' '

• lengtha a# Aaeh hf the'etirreepdhdlhg ■ m m  will"Be1 the?required.'?al».• -aes- of the reepeetlte-'e.oeraiaatee*' - ' ' ■ > v'; • ' ' • ‘ •*.{ , -
■ ' ' ■ : , ■■ r ■ 1 • ■ ' ■ ■■'■; t < . , , r. • ".

Sinee each .of these lines ■ -is 'parallel ;to its reapedtife suEie^' it 
... ,. is not aeqessarjr. that he hate projeetions of each in. its/true length 

h e;ascertain ■ these- values, however, - for eacsh one will he- Iereehertsnea 
. m  ew .prÂ eation plane , i# # # w  to. the Af

- ' She Uhit Siataned- of. the. corresponding ozia on the same- plane* . I n "
.... ..ether words the required values of %?,,y»> and.3 ’ can ,be found frcm ■ 

Plane ,11 as., the ■ lengths of the projections >£ -the corresponding com* 
p o n e # . lines .on. that plane Sn ■ tem$ ■ of, #w* eerrespondittg, .axial unit. . 
distances'ad shown, oh the dame plane,, or; - ’

' fhese 'rafioe' can ̂he; OapSlp '.evaluated hf.iw one' Af Several ,methcde$
the th#-Wi^th .# %

" for i#*ha\ divider Aeffor'the

■• fhne the equations can he solved W  a.purely graphical proceedure* further.
' the method ip perfectly general for all:'two and three equation systems with

.constant coefficients, haring only physical limitations a# we find ■ camon -
in all graphical proceedupes, -■

" y. ' - ' "..,
fe. now reach a point, where we Can; profitably, introduce- some of the 

. Taluahle concepf s of tensor notation,, since this notation ..is particularly 
adapted to-problems,of the type. we. hare been discussing,,end will save ns 

much time and trouble in, the applications which are to -follow* ,

Biptead of indicating'a series -of Variables as we have done heretofore
.  -

by means of an. "%*$ '# ny(% and-a n&% only one symbol will be used,, with
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different indices to distinguish between different variable quantities 

it may represent® Shuss instead of the above, we would use X^s Xg6 and 

We now make two additional modifications. First, the letter "y" is common

ly used to indicate a system of variables in rectangular Cartesian coordi

nates 9 while rrXn is used to represent variables in any System® Also, the 

type of vector we have been considering would be known as "contraVariant", 

and superscripts rather than subscripts are commonly used in its representa

tion. Our values.would now be represented by y1., y3 , y5 , for the y, and 

3, respectively, and zA, x8 , X0 , for x»s y %  and z*.

Another convention is the use of a literal index to represent all the 

numerical index values from I to 5 in turn. Thus yr would represent y3-, 

y8 , y3 , and our equations (5) now become;

■ X1 = G^yl 4- Ggys 4 Ogy0

X3 - 4 O^y3 4 o|y0 (10)
X0 = G^y1 4 o|y2 4 O^y0

or to shorten the notation by use of literal indices;

% = JD opr
X3 6  0Iyr or xf = JC csyr (11)r:/ r=/
x3 = r  o yr'/ *

It has been further agreed that when one index appears twice in the 

same term —  as it does on the right side of equations (11) —  a summation 

of the three terms represented will be assumed,' and the summation sign may 

therefore be omitted. These equations then become;

Xs = Ĉ ye (is)
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wliieh is the usual for* of tensor notation for equations such as those we 

hare been eQttsideringfl In tensor analysis these equations are said to re

present a transformation, and in particular if all the values of the matrix 

Gf are constant, the transformation is linear* Also, each member of the 

above »tensor equation" is an invariant, since it is not changed by the 

transformation* These concepts are exactly what we observed, in the study 

of equations (5) and (6) graphically, for the Cj is the set of constant 

coefficient values, while the members represent the space vector op* It 

may be pointed out that this vector is represented by its components, as 

it always will be, and that it is these values, not the vector, which are 

changed during the transformation*

A vector such as OP, represented by three component values, is known 

as a tensor of the first order* The matrix Cf represents nine different 

terras, and is known as a tensor of the second order* Here it is the tensor 

of transformation, and will be known as the transformation tensor or matrix. 

The determinant of the nine values represented will be indicated by Iol and 

will be known as the determinant of the transformation, being identical 

with the "D" of equations (2) and (S)*

So far we have been discussing the tensor equivalent of equations (S) 

though it was found that the form of equations (6) was much mors useful for 

our purposes* In order to reduce the equations represented by the tensor 

equation (IS) to a form comparable with that of equations (6), it will be 

necessary to obtain a matrix or tensor which is the "inverse" of Cf, and 

which will be represented by the symbol y f .



This ,finverse" form is defined sueh that each element of the deter- 

m inant |Y|' is the value of the cofactor (see page is) of the corresponding 

element in |C| divided by the value of |g| . Using these symbols, equa

tions (IS) now becane:

Fr * y %  (is)
However, here the indices are subscripts, indicating "covariant" ten

sors — which are defined as those tensors which transpose inversely to 

the contravariant tensors as shown here, This covariant vector can be 

drawn in much the same way that the contravariant one was, but the compo

nent values are no longer the coordinates of the terminal point with re

spect to the various axes,, Thus from, a graphical standpoint, .the eovarianf 

form is not useful to us, and it will be necessary to change this vector in

to a contravariant one. This can be done simply by "transposing^ the trans

formation tensor, i.e. by interchanging the rows and columns in its deter

minant, and then shifting the indices of the component vector values* The 

equations now are in the desired form, equivalent to equations (6),

yr - y |ks (14)

Many problems in connection with electric circuits involve systems of 

simultaneous equations, and the tensor notation as well as the graphical 

methods developed above are very applicable to these. It will be noticed 

in equations (14) that the Cfartssiah coordinates are in the left hand mem

ber, and this member has only the one set of quantities involved* This is 

an indication that we are going to use the Cartesian coordinates as the 

original reference system (as we have done in the graphical development)*
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Thus it will be the most eonvettient to indicate the voltages in electric 

circuit problems by means of these ”y" values, for in most cases the volt

ages are Impressed upon, or fixed by conditions outside the network, while 

the currents depend upon the voltages and the network constants®

Since the coefficient values discussed in this part are real and con

stant, these will represent resistance values only, and we can represent 

the transformation matrix by Thus a system of three simultaneous equa

tions in a direct current network would have the form:

Brn = R^In (IB)

which is similar to that for a single element in ordinary notation,

>
It Can be shown that equations for complicated networks, or for the 

analysis of complicated machinery, can be reduced to some such simple 

tensor expression* This is perhaps one of the most valuable aspects of 

this application, for with this notation there is no longer a need to set 

up a new equation each time a new problem is attacked, or the conditions 

of a given problem are changed. The close relationship which exists between 

various types of- problems is kept in evidence, and mental and mathematical 

processes are therefore* kept at a minimum-.

The transformation shown by equations (IS), (14), and (15) is one of 

the fundamental ones in tensor analysis* We have therefore not only demon

strated a method of solving three simultaneous 'linear equations, but have 

also given a graphical interpretation of this important transformation, as 

well as of the fundamental tensor concepts of a contravariant vector and

an invariant
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Such a transformation, of course, has a mde-spread application in all 

types of problems, and in any of these the graphical method presented here 

may be used to supplement other types of analysis. In electric circuit prob 

Iems, Kronti has shown that such a transformation may not only be used to ob 

tain currents in terms of voltages and resistances, or vice versa, but it 

may also be used to calculate currents in a system after a rearrangement of 

system elements in terms of the currents before, voltages after in terms of 

voltages before, and other types of relationships* There will not he room 

here to mention all types of such applications* A few are presented, more 

to illustrate the proceedure than to cover any one branch of the field, and 

more extended applications will be made in later parts of this thesis.

Applications to Problems;

Th.e problems presented here deal with applications to electric circuits 

only, though it should be kept in mind that the method used can be applied 

in other fields as well as to other types of electrical problems just as 

readily. Since, in this section, we are dealing with real numbers only, 

the problems will involve only resistances and direct current networks* 

Actual solutions are not carried out, as the methods are those presented 

above. In each case, however, the equations and transformation matrix are 

indicated.

It should be kept in mind that for purposes of graphical analysis and 

for problems where it is not necessary to evaluate the "implicit" variables, 

the method can be applied to any problem which involves a system Of simul

taneous linear equations. The problems presented here are confined to those
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whioh Involve not more than three independent equations, and which there

fore can be "solved” by the graphical method.

Problem I 1 Given a network as shown in fig, 6, set up equations for 
voltages in terms of three of the currents, and arrange the transfor
mation matrix.

Pig, 6 Network for Problem I

Equations:
eI = 1IrI + iSrS + iBrS 
E2 = -IqRi - I1R4 + I2R4
%  = -1SrS + 1SrS + 1SrS 

Matrix:
rI r2 r3

-(R1+R4) R4 O
O -R5 R3+R5

Problem 2. Given the network in fig. 7. Proceed as for Problem I.

Fig. 7 Network for Prob. 2

Equations:
Ei= I1R1+I3R3
O = IiRi+IiR2+IlR5-l3R5-l2R2 
G = I1R5-I3R3-I3R4-I3R5^I2R4 

Matrix:

rI O r3
Rl+R2+R3 -R2 -R5

r5 R4 -(R3+R4+Rs)

Problem 3. Given the network in fig. 8, Proceed as for Problem I.

A / W W

Pig. 8 Network for Prob. 3.

Equations:
El= IlRl"i'I5R2+I5H5-I6R2 
E2b I1R3'*I5R2""I5R3^I6R2+IGR3+I6R6 
E3= -IiR4+l5R4+l5R5+l6R6 

Matrix:
rI R2+R5 -R2
r3 -(R2I-R5 ) r2+r3+r6

-«4 R4+R5 Rfi



The equations in each of the above problems give us three current val

ues Onlye Of course» it can be seen that by proper substitution any three 

of the various values can be found. However, it is also possible to obtain 

the other current values in terms of the three considered by means of a sec

ond transformation as shown in the example given here.

Problem 4. Given the network of Prob„ 3, fig. 8» By means of a graph
ical transformation, obtain the values of the currents, Ig3 Ig9 and I^, 
in terms of those values used in the equations, i.e. Iq3 I5, and I6 .

The equations relating these currents are:

1S “ %  “ %
Ig = Il - Iq + Ig or Sls * Y l l t (16)
I4 - I i -  I5

and the transformation matrix is:

y S
t s

O I -I
I -I I
I 0

(I?)

Such a transformation may be plotted separately, assuming Ig* X3a 
and I4 as values in the rectangular Cartesian system. However,, we can 
easily find the inverse transpose of matrix (17) as:

(18)

and using this form we can work- directly from the current axes of the 
graphical transformation for Prob« 3, finding a new set of axes whose 
coordinates will be the values of the three required currents. The 
graphical construction for this double transformation is shown in fig. 
9, where values have been assumed for the resistances as follows;

b I = s ? B2 = I; R3 = 4? R4 = 3; R5 = 3? R6 = I. 
giving the transformation matrix:

2 4
4 —S 6
-3 6 I

(19)
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Double Transformation

The space vector OP is shown in 
black, and the six components of QP 
parallel to each of the six trans
formed axes will be, respectively, 
the six required values of current. 
On the diagram the axes in red (la
belled Rs) are parallel, respect
ively, to the currents I^, I5, and 
Ig; the blue axes (Ct) giving the 
values of I2, Ig, and I4 in order.

Since both sets of axes are at 
various angles, it will be necessa
ry to draw two additional projection 
planes, one perpendicular to a pair 
of the Ra axes, and the other per
pendicular to a pair of the Ct axes, 
if we are to make a complete study 
of the problem. Such a complicated 
figure results, that unless a parti
cularly open form is possible, it 
will hardly be practicable for 
actual study; and two separate fig
ures will usually be much more con
venient.

This application does, however, 
show a case where both of the trans
formation axes are in a general 
rectilinear form, and it also demon
strates the possibility of trans
forming from one sot of current val
ues to another. In addition, it 
shows the possibility of applying 
a "double transformation", i.e. a 
second transformation to a set of 
transformed axes, and gives a graph
ical interpretation of the tensor 
form:

Era = C1X l 8 (20)

where is the tensor represented 
by the matrix (18), is the mat
rix (19), I8 represents the cur
rents Ig, Ig, and I4, and Em are 
the three given voltage values.Fig. 9



Graphical Analysis:

One pi* the primary advantages of a graphical representation is that by 

means of it the effect of the change of one quantity on the other quantities 

may be observed directly without the necessity of mathematical calculation. 

We are particularly fortunate with this method in that, each of the quanti

ties involved is represented separately from the rest. It thus becomes an 

easy matter to make a graphical analysis of almost any nature desired. ,No- 

attempt will be made here to discuss this phase of the development in de

tail, as this is an extensive study within itself. However, some of the 

types of analyses which can be made are indicated, with the idea in mind 

that they may at sane time be studied more thoroughly, that the full value 

of these concepts may be realised.

Effect of Variation in One of the Implicit Coordinates;

A change in the value of any one of the six coordinates will affect 

Only the position of P p and through this the Value of some of the other 

coordinates, fhe positions of the axes,, however, will not be affected* 

Interpreted electrically this merely means that changing the voltages or 

currents in a net-work will not affect the resistance values.

Such a change of implicit values can best- be studied from a figure 

in two projection planes as is fig. 10, Care should be taken that the 

line representing the varying coordinate be drawn adjacent to P p and thus 

P  will move along this coordinate line, or along the line PT in fig. 10$ 

and the values of the other coordinates for any position such as P f can ■ 

be observed easily.
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It will be noticed that a change in one of the current values, such 

as I will not affect the other current values, but will probably affect

all three of the voltage componentsLri = it”ln

En. Zero value for one of the 

voltages will be found at sane 

point such as P" where the line PT 

crosses the proper axis. In gen

eral the maximum values in such 

cases as shown here will be at in

finity, though the relative rates

---  of change of the various quantities

can be obtained from an analytic 

study of the diagrams.

A point should be emphasized 

here, end that is that at this 

stage we are stressing the mathe

matical rather than the electrical 

aspects of the problems involved. 

With any change in an electric cir

cuit, there is associated certain
Fig. 10 Effects on Position of
P as Coordinate I3 is Varied transient effects due to the induct

ance and capacity of the circuit. These effects are not considered in this 

thesis, but rather we will always consider a "change" as referring to a 

change in the steady state conditions of the circuit only.



Effect of Variation'in Explioit Goorainatea;

When the voltages are varied, the effect on the current values in 

the form we have been using —  is not so apparent, since now the problem 

becomes one of solving for the implicit variables for each new position of 

Ev However, since the coefficient values are not changed, the position of 

Elane III (as in fig* 5} is not affected, and the necessity of working 

through this plane does not encumber the analysis unduly. Once again we 

notice that a change in one coordinate does not affect the other coordi

nates of the same set. In other words each of the voltages in a problem 

such as Erob» I, page SI, may be varied independently of the others, but 

a variation in one of the voltages will usually affect all of the current 

values in one way or another.

Effect of Variation of the Coefficient Values:

When one of the coefficient values is altered, a more complex problem, 

results, for while- the position of the point E with respect to the origin 

is not necessarily changed, one or more of the transformed axes will be 

moved, and the coordinates of P in the transformed system will thus take 

on new values.

The best method of attack here is through a study of the change in 

position of the unit points. If but a single coefficient value is altered 

all values will remain unchanged except one of the coordinates of one of 

the unit points. Such a variation must be linear as is shown in fig. 11 

where the value of d^ (the resistance Bj) is allowed to change.
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The effect will make itself evident in the coordinate values in one 

of two ways. If the implicit, or current, values are assumed to remain 

unchanged, a new location of P in accordance with the new unit length of

Rjl must be found. The corres

ponding values of the Cartesian 

coordinates can then be read off 

directly as was done in evaluat

ing explicit variables.

If, however, the voltages 

are assumed to remain constant 

while the resistance value is 

changed, the point P will not 

be effected, but the new current 

values must be found through use 

of Plane III as for the problem 

of solving the equations.

This Plane III will, of course, be taken perpendicular to the plane 

of the two unaffected axes, so that it will not change during the analysis. 

If care is taken that the position of point R (see fig. 5) is not affected, 

it is possible to carry out the analysis without working through Plane III 

at all. So many different conditions arise from the many different forms 

in which the data and requirements may be presented that no attempt will be 

made here, even to mention the forms such an analysis may take. These few 

hints are given to indicate the general methods, however.

Fig. 11 Variation of Coordinate 
Values - Currents Held Constant



Often' in actual practice two or more of the coefficient valuea will 

vary simultaneously as is the case in each of the problems on page 51» 

If the relationship between these variations is known, and it will be in 

most cases, such problems can also be handled by using separate projection 

planes as in fig. 11. If the Variation involves one unit point only., the 

locus of that point will now become a curve on. one or both planes. If 

two coordinate values are involved, the two loci should be constructed and 

corresponding points on each selected for study. In either case the anal

ysis will be based upon the principles mentioned above for variation in 

one value only. The study becomes more complicated, of course, as more 

values vary simultaneously, but no case has been found in the brief study 

which has been made of this aspect In which some type of analysis could 

not be made,

W  have therefore found that the graphical representation of the 

tensor transformation is not only of value within itself for the new 

concepts which it presents to one unschooled in tensor methods, but it 

also has many interesting and useful applications, perhaps the most valu

able of which is this graphical analysis. We will now proceed to extend 

these applications to include those conditions which are found in Con

nection with a study of alternating current circuits.
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FART II: APPLICATIONS TO HROBLPlttS W O L V I H O  A L T E R M T W  CURRENTS

Problems InvolYlng Resistance Only:

At the present time direct currents play such a relatively unimportant 

part in the field of electrical engineering that if the methods developed 

in Part I are to have any real use In electric circuit analysis, they must 

be extended to include the field of alternating currents as well. This 

will mean that the equations will involve complex numbers„ Qf course, such 

numbers can be plotted readily enough by using an axis of real values and 

an axis of imaginary ones, but an extension of this type of plotting to 

handle three simultaneous equations becomes too complex to be handled. The 

method which has been found most adaptable is to separate the transforma

tion of the real values and that of the imaginar. ies, and to work with the 

two separate transformations»

for conciseness a tensor notation will be used throughout, and unless 

otherwise specified the voltage values will be referred to a rectangular 

Cartesian system as before. Also, we will continue to consider only steady 

state conditions, though now the circuit constants will include not only 

resistances, but inductances and capacitances as well, As Is customary, 

these latter values will be considered as ohmic reactances, and will be 

indicated by the symbol iOEm, 19Rit will be used for resistance values, but 

now instead of the resistance matrix we will deal with the impedance 

matrix which will be complex in form, i.e. each element will be a com

plex number, Our general equation (15) now takes the form:
Em * 2gla (SI)
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whioh is thus in a form similar to that of the equation for the simplest 

unit in an. alternating current network,, as given in ordinary notation®.

It must be kept in mind that all values in equations (Si) are complex« 

$hese may best be broken down into real and imaginary components as;

Am  + j #  = v j7n) (SS)

It will be best to consider at this.point only those circuits which . 

involve resistance only, for which equations (SS) become;

Am  + jBm » E y  + j p y  (S3)

and when the real values are set equal to the reals and imaginaries equal 

to imaginaries;
r  = a y

B"
(S4)

Each of these equations is now identical with equations (15) and 

therefore can be represented by a homogeneous linear transformation as . 

described in Part I. fhe transformation is seen to be the same for both 

sets of equations, and so only one set of transformed axes will be neces

sary. rIwo space vectors will be needed, however, and the values of the ■ 

different components will be as shown in fig. is. Fig. 15 shows the solu
tion of an actual set of equations for the implicit values. A third plane 

must again be selected as in fig*. 5, and this confines the method to not 
more than three equations. For convenience in visualising, the "real" 

Vector OA is represented in blue, while the "Imaginary" vector OB.is red.

graphical analysis can be applied tp this case as was done in the 

applications to direct current networks, a s six additional component 

values are involved, added complexity will result. However, it will be
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Equations:
E1 = £(2+jl)+3(-2+j2)+ (-1+J3) 
E2 = 2(2+jl)- (-2+jg)+2(-l+j3) 
E3 = 3{2+jl)+ (-2+J2J- (-1+J3)

Solutions:
E1 * -3 + jll

4 + j 6
E3 = 5 + j 3

Fig. 12 Evaluation of Explicit Variables

Equations; E?31 « Am + JBra
12-J5 - 2(U1+JV1)+4(U2+jV2)+ (U3+jV3 ) 
4-J3 = 3 (U ^ j V 1)+ {O2'+JV2)+ (U3+JV5 ) 
2+J6 = (U ^ j V 1)- (U2+JV2)-2(U3+jV3 )

Solutions:
Un = I, 5, -2 Vn = 2, -2, -I

or: jl a I + J2
___-J1I2 = 3 - J2

Fig. 13 Solving Equations with Complex Variables



notieea that a change In the real values will not affect the imaginary 

■ values, and vice versa, for this particular case. This is equivalent to 

saying that when a circuit has resistance only, the power factor angles 

between the currents and voltages are not affected by a change in the one 

set or the other. ■ ' ■

The Problem when all Values are Complex;

When the impedance matrix Z™ involves complex numbers the problem be- 

comes more complicated,but still can be handled within certain limitations. 

First the real and imaginary components of the matrix should be separated;

Zn = Gg + JXg (25)

Three simultaneous linear equations of the type to be considered may 

be written in the form:

= (R̂ +JX̂ ) (ul+jvl)+(B^jXl) (08+jv8)+(Rl+j%l)
A2^jB2 -  (P2-hjX|) (U1^ V 1 ) + (H |-^ x |)  {B2- ĵV2 )-KR§+jA|) (U3 ^jV3 ) (26)

A3-I-JB5 = (R|*s-JX|) (IJ3-^jV1 )+(B|-hjX|) (U2-S-JV2 )+ (B|-fjX3 ) (U5-S-JV5 ) 

or in tensor form:
Am  + JBm - (Hg + jl§)(Un -St JVn) (8?)

By expanding the right hand members of either of the above forms, 

it will be seen that;

Ato + JBm = (IS1Dn - XmVn) -s- JCBtaVtt + XmDn ) (28)44 n n n
and by separating the real values from the imaginary:

Am  = BiaUrl - XraVn

Bta = R^Vn 4 x|un
(29)

thus giving the vectors Atil and Bln expressed as the sum or as the difference 

of two other space vectors.
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Equations:
A1H-JB1 = (2+J4) (2+Jl) + (3+J2) (-2-J2) + (5+jl) (I-Jl) 
a2+jb2 = (2+J2)(2+jl)+(4+Jl)(-2-J2)+(l+J4)(l-jl) 
A3H-JB5 » (1+J3) (2+jl) + (l+J2) (-2-J2) +(3+J3) (I-Jl) 
Solutions:
Am = 4 ,  I, 7 E1 » 4 - J4

or: Es = I - Jl
Bri = -4, -I, I E3 = 7 + Jl

Flg1 14 Evaluation of Explicit Variables



It will be noticed at once that there are now two transformations- in* 

reived* Since both of these, may be taken from, a set of rectangular Oarte*- • 

sian coordinates, both transformations may he shown on one diagrame though 

of course there will be an added complexity for we now have nine axes with 

which to deal instead of six as before. Fig. 14 Shows the usual two-plane 

projection of a figure such as would be used for the evaluation of explicit 

forms or for graphical analysis. The "real" or "R* axes are shown in blue, 

the "imaginary", or tfX" axes, in red, and the original "Y" axes in black. 

The "real" vector Ala is shown as a light blue line, with the two component 

vectors as light blue dashed lines* The vector has been constructed 

in a reverse direction,* then added to The "imaginary" vector Bm is

similarly shown with its components in light red lines.

Such a diagram as shown in fig, 14 is too complicated to be used con

veniently for the purposes we have in mind. Fortunately, however, most 

actual problems will have conditions which will simplify the diagram mate

rially, Some examples of this are presented here.

Equations fo r _a Two-Coil Transformer:

The relationship which exists (under steady state) between the volt-e 

ages and currents in a two-coil transformer may be expressed as;®8

S1 «■ ^ I 1 + x|i3

E2 = X2Il + Z2I2
(SO)

where the "2" values represent the impedances of the coils, and the "X" 

values- the reactive effects of the mutual inductance (all values are made 

"equivalent"). For this transformation, then, the two transformation
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matrices will be:

rS and 4  = (31)

making of R™ a "diagonal" matrix, and thus placing the "R" axes along the 

rectangular axes (though with unit points at different distances). Also

1 Q| since is the same as Xg the matrix

Fig. 15 Transformation Axes 
For Two-Coil Transformer

becomes "symmetric", i.e. it is not 

changed when transposed, mfce typical 

set of axes for such a transformation is 

shown in fig. 15. With only two equa

tions, the representation can be made on 

one plane, and the values can be studied 

analytically at will.

Extensions to Three Coils:

By using two projection planes a 

study can be made of the voltages and currents in a three-coil transformer, 

or in any system of three coils having mutual inductance. The transforma

tion matrices are:

*1 0 0

0 0

0 0 4

and

xi

(32)

Equations for Unbalanced Three-Phase Networks:

Assume a Y connected three-phase system with line voltages of three 

unequal values jf1, and three unequal impedance loads represented by "Z"
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symbols (Z^1 Z2 , Zg), The equations for voltages in terms of the currents 

may now be written: (not tensor notation)

El-2 ° 2I1I "* zZ1Z

E2-3 ” zZ1Z "" % % (33)

% - !  = ""zI1I + zS1S

(34)

and the transformation axes are shown in fig. 16,

%  *'

Zi=2+jl
Z2=S+j2 Of course these are merely sugges-

Zg-l+JS tioQg of the various ways in which equa-

O

I I

% - y3

-R3

1 1 O
X  1 
xX j

V, tions may be set up for study. It will 

be noticed that the method is particu

larly adapted to a study of three-phase 

circuits, since in these circuits the 

customary set of three simultaneous equa

tions occur very frequently.

Later another method of attack will 

be presented for such circuits. At
Fig. 16 Transformation for

Unbalanced Three-Phase Circuits present we shall notice a few other as

pects of the general method. So far we have been concerned primarily with 

evaluating explicit forms. It will be seen that in the form in which these 

equations have been presented, many valuable studies of an analytical nature
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similar to that discussed in Part I can be made, also* We do not go into 

detail concerning such applications here as no new methods are introduced, 

and we are more concerned in this thesis with a mention of several of the 

general applications which can be made than we are in too detailed a study 

of any particular one,

Solving Bqttetione in the Complex Form: '

When we attempt to solve for the implicit values in those equations 

above which involve two transformations, difficulties are immediately en

countered in breaking down the combined vectors Am and Bm into the compo

nent vectors. So far it lias not been found possible to solve such equa

tions by a direct graphical proceedure, Two alternate methods which allow 

graphical study, and which also aid the student in familiarizing himself 

with the methods involved are discussed here.

It is possible to change equations (81) into a form in which the cur

rents are expressed explicitly by Using the "inverse transpose" of the ten

sor Z™ as was done in Part I. This new tensor will be called and can be 

obtained in exactly the same manner as Y f  was obtained from Cf, except that 

complex numbers will now be involved throughout the process and must be 

handled in the proper manner. The new tensor equation will now bes

In = Y^Em • (55)

These Complex values can again be separated as was done for equations 

(29) by using (G^ + jP^) for » ("F" is used instead of the usual "B" to

prevent ambiguity with the "Blf. of the former equations.)
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Un = GgAm -  FgBm
(56),

. , Vn « f FgAm

and these equations can be handled in the game manner as equations (B9) 

have been handled in the above discussions.

Graphical Apprcoclmatlong

Under certain conditions —  and it'so happens that these conditions 

are those most commonly met in actual practice <—  it is sometimes possible 

to obtain values close to the actual implicit values graphically by making 

an, assumption which will lead to a series of approximations which under 

certain conditions will converge to the required values. These approxima

tions are not given here as having any practical value» for all the methods 

are quite complicated, but they are useful An acquainting one with the 

various aspects of the graphical procedure we have been discussing.

Case I/ The values of one of the two transformation matrices are small 

when compared to those of the other.

In such cases it is possible to obtain a first approximation by peg-
I

lecting the smaller transformation. Successive approximations will converge 

toward a solution in some of these Caaesii and usually a trial of an approxi

mation or two will show whether convergence or divergence is taking place.

a) When nB M is a diagonal matrix 'and its values are smaller than 
those of the corresponding diagonal in flXtt., the nR” values may be 
neglected for a first approximation. St has been found necessary 
that the graphical length of the units on the "R” axes must also 
be small when compared with any of the components of the given 
space vectors, but this can always be arranged by proper choice 
of scale lengths.
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-A
Approximations:

First:

%  = -1.9

Second:
Vi = -3.0+

- 2.0

Third:-Solutions

Equations:
-6 .5-J2 .5  » (0.5+jl)(U 1+jV1)+J3(U2+jV2)+j4(U3+jV3 ) 
6.0+J7.0 = J3(U1+jvl) + (l+j2) (Ij2+jv2) + Jl(u3+JV3 ) 
7.6+J2.2 = J4(Ul+jVl)+jl(U2+jV2)+(0.2+J2)(u3+jv3)

Fig. 17 Solving Three Simultaneous Equations by 
Successive Approximations
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Tlie pyoeeedure for such successive approximations is shown in 

tig. 17» The point ~A is plotted as the negative of the terminal 
of the vector OA (the vectors themselves are omitted to avoid un
necessary lines}, neglecting the "JR" values and solving for the 
"V" components of Am from equations (29)* it Is found that by ta
king -Af the corresponding components along the axes will be 
approximations of the "V" Values. These are read off Ahfi recorded 
as the first approximation. A correction of -Hg?11 is then applied 
to the OB Vector* giving the point B t. Solving as before we now 
obtain an approximation of the "U" values. A correction of BgBn 
is now applied to the position of -A, giving the point ^Asf, whose 
coordinates are the second approximations of the "V" values. This 
is continued* each time applying the corrections to the positions 
Of the original points* until the values of the successive correc
tions in each case approach a constant value. Usually if there is 
convergence only three or four approximations are necessary.

Most transformer problems will be of this type* and we will 
also find included some of the problems involving inductive net
works, particularly where the inductive values are large compared 
with the resistances involved.

b) When "R" is an ordinary square matrix* but the values are . 
again small compared with those of TA", the same proeeedure can 
be applied.. It has been found that in general the patio of the 
values must be considerably greater in this case, and that cases 
in which divergence takes place are more common than for a}®

c) When the values are steal! compared with those of "R", 
they can be neglected for the first approximation and the pro- 
ceedure is the same as above with the "B" and interchanged.

Osao XI. The values of the two transformation matrices are nearly equal.

a) Let the values of the two transformation matrices be identical.
Equations (29) then reduce to:.

R̂ TJn = 1/2 (Bm + Ara)
R^Vn .= 1/2 (Bm - Am ) 3̂7^

We can easily find the midpoint of the euro, of the vectors OA 
and OB* and calling this point "0", we can solve for its coordi
nates along the three transformed axes. These coordinates will 
represent the required values of TJn , Likewise we can find the 
values of Vn from the midpoint of the sum of the vectors OB and 
-GA. This construction is shown in fig. 18»
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Sca/e

Solutions:

Fig. 18 Solution when the 
Two Matrices are Identical

Such a condition is ideal and 
will probably never be met in actual 
practice, but it does suggest a meth
od of attack for problems where the 
"R" and "X" matrices are similar.

b) When both transformations are 
diagonal, and the values are approxi
mately equal, the three sets of axes 
become rectangular.

A first approximation is obtain
ed from the midpoints of the sum and 
difference of the two given vectors 
as described above; then these approx
imate values can be applied as correc
tions in the manner shown in Case I, 
either to find new midpoints for sec
ond approximations by this same meth
od, or to be applied alternately in 
exactly the manner described for Case 
I, as often the one approximation will 
give close enough to the correct value 
that the simpler method of Case I will 
converge.

It will be noticed from fig. 19, 
which shows the transformation and 
vector construction for this case, 
that all the components can be read 
off directly in the two projection 
planes and Plane III is not needed.

It might be remarked that the 
three equations involved here are 
not at all inter-related, and there
fore can be very easily solved alge
braically. A special form of this 
cose is a single equation involving 
complex values, which plots entire
ly along a straight line.

The case of unbalanced three- 
phase circuits, as given by equations (33) and shown in fig. 16, 
can, in some of its forms, also be handled by this method.

c) When the values of the "R" and rrXf1 matrices are approximately 
the same, though both matrices may have a general form, approach 
is made in this same manner, though of course Plane III will now
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be necessary. It will be found that problems which cannot be 
handled by the method of Case I can often be solved by taking 

V* the midpoints for a first approximation. If there is not too

Am= 10, -6, 7 
Bm*= 2, 13, -I

Appr ox ima 11 one: 
First:
Up= 3,1.0,3.0

much difference in the two 
sets of values, this method 
often gives an approximation 
close enough to converge to
ward a solution.

The approach given here, as may 

U^= 2,0.8,I.5 be noticed, is quite complicated.

When all nine axes are separate, itActual:
Yf Un = 2, I, I 
Approximations becomes almost Impossible, except on
shown for Un 
values only

Fig. 19 Axes for Case II b)

a very large plot, to keep the vari

ous values sorted out. Also the 

conditions under which useful ap

proximations are obtained are so 

interrelated and difficult to deter

mine beforehand that it is hard to 

set any definite rules.

It should be kept in mind with

all of these methods that convergence of the approximations will depend not 

only upon the relative values in the two matrices, but also upon the arrange

ment which these values have, and upon their interrelationship with the com

ponents of the space vectors. A positive test of whether or not a problem 

can be handled can only be made by trial, and it will be found that conver

gent approximations can be obtained in only a fraction of those cases where

they might be expected
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As was Remarked'befotfe, none of these methods is at all practical, 

except as an aid in the .study of the method. Facility and' understanding 

of the principles, involved.will come from attacking one or more such 

problems in this manner, but the algebraic solutions can be obtained 

more definitely and easily in all casess and if a graphical study is 

required t it is. beat to use the equations (36:) to obtain the explicit 

form.

Thus we havo seen that with no more difficulty than would be expect

ed from the more complicated mathematics involved„ we have been, able to 

extend our applications to include the field of alternating currents. 

Again, one of the most valuable aspects appears to be that of the graph

ical analysis, which can be performed with almost the same ease that was 

found in Part I* Three-phase circuits, prove themselves particularly 

adaptable to handling by this method, and we shall now proceed to dis

cuss an application which is specially useful in this type of circuit.
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Perhaps .the most useful applications of this graphical method are to 

be found in three-phase circuits where unbalance makes desirable the com

putation of symmetrical components* The equations which give these compo

nents can be considered as representing a homogeneous linear transforma

tion, since the coefficients involved are constant; and since the trans

formation matrix will be the same for all problems» it becomes possible to 

construct a chart from which the transformed values can be read directly.

Equations for Symmetrical Ocmponents:

If we have given three unbalanced voltages, or currents, in a three- 

phase circuit, it is possible to resolve these into three sets of balanced 

components ,.one with a positive phase sequence, one with a negative phase 

sequence, and one with zero phase sequence.84 The equations for obtaining 

these "symmetrical components" are given as; (not tensor notation)

7° = 1/6(7* + Tb + Tc)
T1 = 1/3(Ya + aYb +a3 Ve) (38)

Y3 = 1/5 (Ya -I-B3Vb + aYe)

where V a , Yb , and Y0 the three unbalanced Voltages; Y0 , V1 , and V3 are 

values of a corresponding phase of the zero-phase, positive-phase, and nega

tive-phase components, respectively; and "a" is an operator which produces 

a rotation of 120° in the direction of the phase sequence a, b, c« Thus "a" 

has a value of (-0.5 + j0.866) when Ya leads Yb in the usual crank phase 

diagram, "a3" will then be (-0.5 - JO.866), and will produce a rotation of

240° in the same direction. We will assume, this direction of rotation, and 

these values of "a" and "a3" throughout this section.
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If we have given three unbalanced currents, I*, Ib ,. and Ies we can 

likewise resolve them into symmetrical CanponehtS by similar equations:

I® ss l/3 {Ia + Ib v Xe)
I1 = 1/3(Ia + alb +a^Ie) (39)

. lS * 1/3d a  Va3Ib V ale)

Ihe tensor equivalent of these two sets of equations will be;

SE a = SrgEm-
' ■ m (40)ana SI a= Sjpffl

where. Sg is the complex transformation matrix =, Kron shows25 by use of 

spinors (tensors involving complex numbers) that these current and volt

age values transform the same way, though ordinarily under the assumption 

he makes of invariant power input, the current will transform as a contra* 

variant vector, and the voltage as a covariant vector. In our discussion 

we have not made this distinction, in the first place because we do not 

wish to limit the discussion to those cases having invariant power (Khon 

shows the more general transformations in the later parts Cf his work),, and 

in the second place we have always referred the voltages to a rectangular 

Cartesian system of axes. In such a .system there is no difference between 

a eontravariant and a covariant vector, Therefore, should we wish to apply 

this restriction it would make no difference in the above discussion except 

in the form of the tensor equations-, which would then appear in exactly the 

form given by Kron.

Since the transformation tensor (or spinor) Sjg is complex, it will be 

necessary to break it down into real and imaginary parts as was done for
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These we will term R1̂  and Qt̂1, respectively. These matrix values are:

and:

I I I
I —0.5+jO.866 -0.5-j0.866
I -0.5-j0.866 -0.5+j0.866

(41)

Rm =

I I I
I -0.5 -0.5
I -0.5 -0.5

while 0% "

0 0 0
0 0.866 -0.866
0 -0.866 0.066

(42)

These transformations are shown in the usual two plane projections in
y
2 fig. 20. Values are assumed for the un

balanced currents in equations (39) as:

Ia - 3 - JS

(43)Ib = 2 + j4 

I0 “ -I + J3

These will be broken down into "U" 

and "V” values as before, but the trans

formed values will now be "U", and "V" 

since this transformation involves cur

rents only.

/

Components

It will be noticed at once from fig. 

20 that the Rg and Rg axes are identical. 

The R^ axis extends upward to the right 

at 45° in both projections; the Q,̂  axis

is missing entirely, and the Q3 and Q3 projections fall along the Yg and Y3 

axes, with directions reverse in the two projection planes.
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The equations similar in form to (39) will now be:

s o * .
3 7 0 =  ogp* + (a*)

To evaluate SU it is necessary therefore to move out three units along, 

the Bq axis,,- then (Si-I) e or I, of the common Bg8Bg units parallel to the 

common HgR3 axis. Prom this point„ which is labelled Bu on fig. 30, we 

move vertically a distance of -4 of the Q2 units plus a -S of the Q3 units, 

or since these units have the same length8- but opposite directions, we can 

move in Plane H  a -(4-3) or -I of these units, and in Plane I a H -4*3) or 

+1 of the same units. Likewise we can find the values of 3? by finding 

the point Rv , V1 units along the R1 axis, plus (VsW3) units parallel to 
the R2R3 axis; then from Rv moving vertically -(U2-U5) units in Plane.I, 

and .+(U2-U3 ) units in Plane II.

A  Graphical Chart for Obtaining Symmetrical Components:

It will be noticed that except for the directions of Qg and Q3 , Plane 

I and Plane II in fig. 20 are identical. The points Ru and Rv each occupy 

the same relative positions on both planes, and the distance vertically from 

each to the corresponding, vector terminus is the same in magnitude but re

versed in direction on the two planes.

These facts enable us to construct a chart as shown in fig, SI which 

can be used for obtaining any symmetrical Ccmponents for values within its 

range.

The point Ru will now be located at the intersection of the two lines 

passing through the points U1 on the Rq axis, and (U3-HJ3 ) on the R2w3 axis.
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The value of 3tA is the Yi co

ordinate of this point (Ru). The 

'31? value will be found by mov

ing vertically from Ru a distance 

of -(V2-V^) of the ''Q" units, then 

reading the value on tho Yg axis. 

3T? will be vertically +(V2-V^) 

n Q n  units from R u .

The 3V values can be found 

likewise, except that 3V2 will be 

+

-(U2-I?) units from the point Rv . 

This reversal of sign is caused by 

the difference of signs in the 

equations (44), and is the point 

most likely to cause confusion 

in those operations.

These vertical distances will best be measured by a pair of dividers 

from the " scale which is included on the chart, though placed a little 

to the left of the Yg_g axis to prevent confusion. Better yet, a separate 

"Q," scale could be made and used as a ruler over the face of the chart.

In order to read the actual U and V values it is necessary only to 

have scales along the Ya axes which will have units three times the length 

of the ordinary wYw units. Such axes will be known as the "Y/3" axes, and

(U2-IT) units, and SVs will be

Fig. 21 Syrmnetrical Component
Chart
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ai*e shown on SI, with heavy black lines to indicate these units on 

the graph. A chart to be fully useful should be large enough to have ten 

of these "T/5v units in each direction* Then by proper handling of the 

decimal points, it will be found that such a chart will be large enough 

to accommodate practically any problem which may arise„

The Symmetrical Oomponent Slide Rule:

As has been shown above, the horizontal components of the "R” points 

will give the values of U1 and V1 = But; TJ1 t JY1 = I0 (45)

or these give us the values of the zero^phase conponents,

In actual practice these zero^phase components are commonly absent»

If they are not* it is a simple proceedure to determine their value as one- 

third of the vector sum of the three given quantities* They can then be 

subtracted from each, leaving an unbalanced system with no zero-phase com

ponents. If these are absent, however, equation (45) indicates that there 

are no horizontal components of the points %  and Sy. Therefore these 

points must in each case fall on the Yg„_3 axis, making it possible for us 

to simplify our chart of fig. 21 into a slide rule by means of which we can 

determine the other two component values by taking four readings from two 

settings of the slide.

The slide rule will have four scales, three fixed, and one on the slide,S
Since the sum of the R% components and the Rg_g components must always re

turn to the vertical axis, we need have only one rtRw scale along this axis,



the units of which will correspond, with the intersections of the lines 

parallel to the axis through each unit along the Rf axis* with the 

vertical Yg_g axis. Other fixed scales will be the "Y" scale, and the 

'tYZsn scale as along the Y3„3 axis in fig, BI, The slide will carry the 

nQn scale. In order that it can be used conveniently in a horizontal 

position,, the positive values are kept to the right, and the negative to 

the left of the zero point, as is shown in fig. S3 below.
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Fjx.ecL

I0 J/O %
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Drawn to 1/8 scale

Figc SS Seales for Symmetrical Component Slide Rule 

Dse of the Symmetrical Component Slide Rule;

Given a series of values, say voltages this time;

Ta = A1 + JB1

Yfo » A2 * JB2 (46)

Ye = A5 + J B 5

in which there is no zero-phase component, i.e. Ya + Vfo ■»- Yc = 0 

Find the positive and negative phase sequence components;
vl = B2 = + jgB

V3 = Is S + JB8  ̂ ^

Only one value is necessary to find the point on the tlRtt axis, and 

that can most easily be the first. Thus set the nOtt of the nQ," scale
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opposite the value of A1 on the "S” scale. Determine (Bs-B3 ). The point 

on the ffYrf1 or better yet on the "Y/S", scale which is above -(Bs-B3 ) on the 

scale will give the requires value of A3 1 while that above +(B8--B0 ) will 

give A3 . Setting ftOff Of the ffQtr scale again,'this time under B1 on ffBff1 the 

values of B8 and of B3 will be found over points corresponding to +(A8-A3 )1 

and to -(A8-A3 )1 respectively. Thus the four readings may be taken from two 

settings of the ffQff scale, and from these one of each of the component volt

ages (or currents) can be written down. If the other two vectors in any of 

the sets of balanced components are requireds they may be obtained by rota

ting the known vector through IBO6 and SAO61 respectively, in the proper 

phase sequence direction.

Design and Limitations of the Slide Rule:

The scale ratios for the slide rule can he found directly from tlhe 

chart, fig. SI. These will be found to be:

ffYfi : ffQ ff : ffHft ; ffY/5ff . = 1.00 s 0.866 : 1.50 : 3.00 (48)

for corresponding unit lengths. Assuming a ten inch rule, and since it is 

much more convenient to have the scale with positive and negative, sides, 

with zero at the center, we find that we can arrange to have ten of the 

f,Y/3ff divisions to each half-scale, giving lengths of main scale divisions, 

and number of divisions to the half-scale for the scales as shown in Table X.

TABLE I

Scale Length of Division No, Div, to l/s Scale

i*Y" 0.167 in. so
ffQff 0.144 ff 35
ffBff 0,250 ff 20

ffYyrSff 0,500 ff 10
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These divisions are large enough that the "Y" and "Q" scales can 

easily be subdivided into five parts for each main Scale division, the 

"Rff scale into ten parts, and the "Y/S" scale into twenty parts*, This
I

raakes.possible fairly accurate reading to two and three significant fig“ 

ures, and compares favorably in relative accuracy with other scales that 

would be found on the standard ten-inch slide rule. Longer rules, would 

of course, have correspondingly longer divisions» and would therefore 

give readings, accurate to a greater number of significant figures# •

This number of divisions Will handle almost any problem without any 

difficulty* It is often necessary, of course, to use factors of 10, 1/10, 

1/100, etc* to reduce the data so that it will fit the scales, but if this 

is done uniformly, the results will be multiplied by the same, factor* if 

some values are large, and others small, reduction should be made so that 

the large values will be on scale, with the smaller ones taking perhaps 

but fractions of main scale divisions* Relative accuracy will be kept by 

doing this* Some skill and experience will be necessary to handle these 

calculations smoothly, but several problems have been worked out using 

this rule, and no particular difficulty has been encountered, aside from 

the care which must be used in the directions along the "Q" scale.

The inverse Transformation;

It is often desirable to change the symmetrical components back into 

the unbalanced values* Such an inverse transformation can also be handled 

on the chart or slide rule without particular difficulty* In order to ob

tain our transformation forms it is easiest to solve the three equations
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(38) or (39) for the unbalanced values. This is most easily done through

the tensor form of equations (40), Here let represent the inverse

transpose of the tensor S^. Then:

#  * S^Ea

and Im = SmI aa
and we find the values of (which absorbs the factor 3) to be;I  I  I  'I

Sg = I a3 . a

I a a3

giving us real and imaginary transformation matrices;

and- =

But these will give us transformation axes identical with those in fig, SO, 

except that the Qg and Qg axes are interchanged,. This will merely mean 

that we will now have to move in the reverse direction on the nQlf scale on 

the chart, and since there is no longer a factor of 3, we can read the val

ues directly from the "Ym axes,

% o  of the Slide Bule for Inverse Transformat I ons;

Since the points Bu and Bv on.the chart need no longer fall on the 

Yg=S axis, the assumption on which the slide rule was constructed no long

er holds. However, by some modifications we can adapt its use to the 

inverse transformations also, Let us see what these modifications are 

by once again considering an actual-problem.

0 ; 0 0
0 -0.866 0.866

0 0,868 —0,866

I I ■ I

I —0 ,5 -0.5

I —0 .5 -0.5

I I I

I a3 . a

I a a3

(49)

(50)

(51)



Given th^ee symetrical component values ass

jO = fL + jil

I1 - f3 4 j# (SS)
10 + j #

Fiad the corresponding unbalanced values by means of the 

symmetrical component slide rule.

First, in order to use the slide rule, it is necessary once again to 

neglect the sero^phase components. These can be added to each of the val

ues later. This will be the same as confining our directions with respect 

to the ' W  axes on the chart to motion along the Rg-S axis only. Bow each 

unit along this axis is one unit of "Y" horizontally, and one-half unit in 

a negative direction vertically; or this is one-third of the length of an 

"R" unit On the slide rule, taken in a negative direction. Thus we will 

set the "0" of the "Q," scale opposite -1/3(1^-Hp) on the "R" Scale. Values 

of U3 and tP will be read off on the "Y" scale opposite points correspond

ing to +(V3-IP), and -(V3=Hp) , respectively, on the "Q" scale. The set

ting for the "V" values will be with the "0" of the "Q" scale opposite 

-I/3(V^-Hp), with Values of V® and Tp read off on the "Y" scale opposite 

-(lp-B®), and +(U3-U3), respectively, on the "Q" scale.

Assuming that we have found these points, it is necessary to add in 

the zero-phase components for each one, that is;

Ia = (U1 + U1) + !(V1 +,V1)

Ib >  (B2 + U1 ) + j(V2 + V1 )- (58)

Ie ~ (U3 + U1) + JtV3 + V1)



Analysis of Unbalanced Three-Phase Circuits;

We have now presented two methods of attack for analysis of un

balanced three-phase circuits$• .Many problems will be presented in a 

form where it is-not necessary to obtain the symmetrical components, 

and in such cases the methods given in Part II can be applied» When 

symmetrical components will be useful for any reason whatsoever, the 

methods of. this part should make it possible to obtain these easily*

Often it is also desirable to obtain the equivalent symmetrical 

components of the impedances in a three-phase network, so that having 

given the symmetrical components of, say, the voltages, the currents 

can be obtained directly in the symmetrical form= If the symmetrical 

form of both currents and voltages cannot be obtained directly in such 

a manner that these equivalent symmetrical impedances can be obtained 

from their values, formulae such as given by ICron in Part II of M s  

work, equations {100}26 can best be used for obtaining these. The sym

metrical transformations just discussed can be used for the first steps 

in this transformation, and either the slide rule or chart can be used 

to advantage.

fe have thus developed a tool which seems to be particularly adapt

ed to three-phase systems. The symmetrical component slide rule is one 

application of our graphical method which apparently offers a real saving 

of time in the calculation of actual values. Therefore for these cir

cuits, we not only have a method of graphical analysis., but we also have 

a useful graphical aid in the solution of problems.
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If we ate to use this graphical method advantageously,, it is essential 

that we.understand clearly all of its limitations, as well as those features 

of it which are in its favor* Scans of these advantages and shortcomings 

have been mentioned previously, but are recapitulated here for emphasis,, and 

to give here a summary of the various aspects we have been considering*

Advantages:

One of the obvious advantages of this method, which is common to all 

graphical presentations, is the ease with which a 'complete analytical study 

of the problem can be carried out* Ihe whole problem is presented in a • 

form which gives a concrete picture of what is taking place* one who has 

become familiar with the method of proceedure used will soon find it possi

ble to visualize the effects of certain changes in a network iu terms of the 

changes which will take place in the corresponding space structure* Long 

mathematical computations are no longer necessary in order to study such 

changes, for the effects can be read off directly as from, a chart.

By picturing a network as a space structure with its corresponding 

sets of axes, a new concept of the electrical circuit is Introduced,* No 

longer is a passive network just a group of wires, coils, and condensers 

through which voltages chase currents in accordance with some abstract 

mathematical formulae* Rather, the voltage and current quantities take on 

the form of a configuration within a space structure, with which they are 

related, but which they do not affect» Ihe circuit constants became perma

nently unentangled from the quantities,1 such as voltage, current, flux, etc.
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whioh are impressed upon the circuit®. tPhe relationship which exists is kept 

clearly apparent at all times,, however, and the engineer who deals with a 

circuit frcsx this point of view no longer deals with a passive entanglement 

of physical and mental quantities, but with a clearly organized space, as 

real in its sense as are the spaces with which the physicist has dealt so 

effectively in recent years® With his point of view in common with that of 

the physicist, he is further enabled to apply other valuable findings of 

this closely related field, as well as the important aspects which the 

mathematician has developed from a similar point of view.

Kron points out that these concepts are more fundamental than may at 

first be supposed® In his discussions he demonstrates clearly that the cir

cuit constants, such as resistance, capacitance, inductance, etc®, can al

ways be associated with space structure, while the currents, potentials, 

fluxes, and other rtImpressedw quantities are considered as configurations. 

within such spaces.® .From these fundamental points of view he proceeds to 

apply the powerful underlying relationships-found by tensor analysis to the 

.complex problems found in the analysis of rotating electrical machinery, 

and does so with a success that demonstrates the soundness of his reasoning. 

If this graphical method helps in any way to present such fundamental aspects 

in a clearer light, therefore, it will be of value for this one thing alone®

The Ultimate possibilities of the concepts of, take the space vector 

for instance, can only be surmised at this point® Representing such diverse 

quantities as potential and current by the same space vector is certainly 

not in line with previously accepted proeeedure$ and a presentation of these
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findings concerning them.

Many persons, particularly those who have had considerable contact 

With advanced physics, mathematics, and kindred subjects, have reached a 

point where it is no longer necessary for them to have a physical picture 

of what they are dealing with in order that they' can reason clearlys How** 

ever, their most advanced reasoning'was somewhere, in its early stages, per

haps , based upon such a physical form, and it was helpful to such persons 

in their early acquaintanceship with the subject to have such concrete forms 

to build on. Therefore it is hoped that picturiaation made possible by the 

method presented here will aid in the introduction of some of the great con

cepts Involved to those who have not come into contact with them previously, 

and that it will stimulate, to some degree at least, an increased interest 

in the tensor analysis with which it is so closely related*

limitations t

We should not overlook the various shortcomings of this method, however 

Sane of those are inherent with graphical analysis; some are weaknesses in 

the method itself; and others can be overcome by proper manipulation*. At 

any rate, they should be thoroughly understood if the method is to be used 

successfully*

In Common with other graphical methods, we will find that often the 

data will appear in such a form that it is.physically impossible- or 

impracticable to handle it. Sometimes'., In .such cases, it is possible to 

choose units In such a manner that lines which would be off the graph
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otherwise, will be within handling distance. Once in a while a view of 

some of the lines or angles on critical planes.will not be at all satis

factory, Often small drafting errors will introduce large errors in acme 

of the values. Other troubles of a similar nature will be apparent, seme 

hut not all of which can be eliminated by drafting facility. It might be 

mentioned here that when Plane III is used, its selection must be made 

with great care, and only experience can give a definite idea of the beet 

plane to use. In fact, skill and experience in drafting will be necessary 

to overcome a large number of the difficulties of this type,

As has been shown, the explicit forms may be evaluated in any number 

of dimensions by the proper selection of projection planes. It has not been 

found possible,, however, to perform the reverse process, of solving the equa

tions, in more than three dimensions, due to the difficulties of projection 

involved. Thus the application as a method of solving equations is confined 

to systems of not more than three simultaneous linear equations, and even 

here we must further confine ourselves to those equations which involve only 

one transformation except for the few cases which can be approximated as de

scribed in Part II.‘ As the value of a graphical method in actually solving 

such equations is of relatively small importance, and further, as a large 

part of the equations which will be met. in electrical circuit analysis will 

be within the required limitations, this, shortcoming should not be consider

ed too serious a one.

Care must be taken in the handling of real and imaginary values in the 

alternating current applications for there is no inherent way of telling



^hea apart, In our work we have used two colors, blue for the real values 

and transformations, and red for the Imaginary ones (In general},, with black 

for quantities involving both* This might be taken as a suggestion, or 

solid lines for one, with dashed lines for the other, could be used where 

color would not be practicable6

While this method introduces a new concept in the electrical space 

vector, it also does not show directly in any way the valuable time vector 

used so successfully in alternating current problems» The time vector can, 

of course, be readily computed at any, time from the relationship between 

the real and imaginary quantities, but because of its value, the accepted 

forms of analysis stand in no danger of being supplanted by the space-vector- 

transformation method described here.. Bather, this method should be con

sidered as a valuable supplement to other methods now in common use.

Possible Value as an introduction to Tensor Analysis;

As has been pointed out several times., the linear transformation dis

cussed in this thesis. Is one of the fundamental forms in tensor analysis.

The interpretation of three simultaneous linear equations as a linear trans

formation is within itself a tensor concept. By showing graphically exact

ly how this may be, and then picturing the transformation, an. elementary 

Insight Is given into tensor analysis.

The concept of an invariant is clearly demonstrated in.the spade vector. 

The search for these invariants, which, while being related to a apace struc

ture, are not affected by a Change in such a reference system, is one of the
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not one of the fundamental invariants, it has many' of the properties of the 

more important ones, and it can be pictured graphically3 whereas many of 

the others cannot be, Thus it should help to smooth the way for ah under

standing of the more complicated forma,

The difference is shown here between the first order tensor- or vector, 

and the second order tensor, which'in this case was the transformation ten

sor- The definition of a tensor as "a system of numbers or functions, whose 

Components obey a certain law of transformation when the variables undergo 

a given transformation’̂ 7 may now be better understood, since one such 

transformation is the type discussed here* A clear mental concept of ten

sors of the second and higher orders is difficult to obtain, but once again 

the mental pictures obtainable from these constructions should help clear 

away the mental hazards involved in the more difficult concepts,

We have also presented here a method of handling "spinors11 or tensors 

involving complex numbers, and while we;have not had to go into any of the 

technicalities of these, we perhaps have shown that while they are a little 

more involved than ordinary tensors, there is little difficulty aside from 

this added complexity In handling them* We have also used, without stress

ing the point, a weighted tensor In the transformation given in equations 

(40) and others in the same section. Such concepts will be clarified only 

with an actual study of tensor forms, but .the mental pictures presented, 

here may carry through to advantage in such study.



Sfo attempt has been made here to present clearly the difference between 

covariant and contravarient. vectors, since the former do not adapt them

selves readily to graphical presentation# A mention of the difference■of 

their laws of transformation was made, however; and it might be remarked 

that by an extension, of the methods given here,,a picture of the covariant 

form similar to that given of, the contravariant. form might be obtained, and 

used to clarify the study of these concepts if necessary; but such a pre

sentation would be outside of the range of our discussion here.

•Thus this presentation may have its value to the beginning student in 

tensor analysis, it seems perfectly possible that by proceeding along 

similar lines., graphical presentation of the vectors in some of the more 

complicated transformations, etc,, could be made. Such may be of value 

within themselves, though in tensor work there is danger in trying to hang 

onto a physical picture of the systems too long, At least the transition 

from ordinary algebra to the simpler aspects of tensor analysis is bridged 

here in a manner that should make apparent the fact that while tensor analy

sis has many involved and complex concepts, Its elementary forms are only a 

short step beyond the concepts of elementary algebra and analytic geometry;

Extended Applications:

The linear transformation in tensor analysis has already found a wide 

application in such fields as dynamics, physics, and geometry. Application 

to electrical problems when presented in a, graphical form as done here, 

gives more or less valuable results; and there is no reason to believe that 

similar results will not come from applications in other fields. It may
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not be possible to find many places where the system fits as admirably as 

it does the problems of unbalanced three-phase circuits, but it is at least 

interesting to speculate on the physical interpretation of the various com-* 

ponents when applied in some, of these other fields.

It is also highly probable that graphical interpretations of other 

applications of tensor analysis in the electrical field may lead to worth 

while results. Kron’s work is full of such applications, only one or two 

of which have been mentioned here. Of course many of these are physically 

too complex to be considered., but on the other hand, many are well within 

the range of possibility, For example, the method used here could be 

applied directly in some of M s  analyses of the simpler motors, including 

some as complex as the three-phase induction motor.

Other possibilities are too numerous to mention, but it is sincerely • 

hoped that by clarifying the understanding of some of the fundamentals, 

this presentation will help to spur others on to make wider and more de

tailed applications of this powerful tool which has so recently been placed 

in the hands of the engineer, namely, tensor analysis.

- The End
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